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TEXTING ON  
THE OPENING NIGHT
Valentinas Klimašauskas

At seven, sharp!  
Where? 
“Palm Holdings” at Holding Palms,  
summer.

I’m already here,  
all dressed up  
in leaking resolution, 
and you, Hans-Ulrich,  
will you pierce this crowd tonight  
with your curator’s glasses? 

The night is young. 
The young confirms  
to be radically right. 
The old looks. 
The left, the first victim of the night, 
exits frustrated  
en masse,  
in protest.

Bottle caps fly  
all over the place  
like mosquitoes in that cruising park 
at Valakampiai Beach –  
do you still remember that night?
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Meanwhile,  
figures of speech  
fill up the space.  
Very few are dancing,  
though.

From now on I see the present 
as the past simple.

Look at it! 

Someone laser-penned  
your portrait on triceps  
with a laser stuck in-between cheeks  
while dancing naked 
in someone else’s eyes!

“Everyone loved it!” was  
an underunderwearstatement! 

“That artist makes very diverse  
work”, someone commented. “It’s  
a group show, darling.” 

“What about that butt in your hand?”  
“Why, is this a non-smoking area?” 
“Guess whose work it is?” 
“Yours? I see, the show did a lot to bring  
art closer to everyday life.” 
“Almost political!”  
“Don’t stop messing with me.” 
“The second victim of the night!”

The mess was handmade but  
went according to the plan 
of cause and After Effects,  
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free trial. The third  
but not last or least 
victim of the night.

For a fuller version 
someone was sent  
to get more drinks, 
however, no one could enter  
or leave the premises 
without assumptions. 

The illusionary illusionary movement 
went new vulgar materialism. 
The sexual liberators emancipated capital. 
The new formalists were hissed at by the new realists. 
The new reactionaries were too high to react.

And you, are you still coming tonight?  

“Wine was great, artists could have been older” 
my colleague Virga summarised 
on the way out.
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VISITOR
Monika Kalinauskaitė

“It’s almost like you go through two timelines”, is what they 
used to tell me. Sometimes, for a split second, my eyes 
would look in different directions. There were strange 
inconsistencies: a sentence beginning in present tense and 
ending in 1974, a bout of indigestion a few weeks too late. I 
was covered in ink blots, draped in curtains and prone to 
stereotyping, and felt an odd sense of wonder standing 
naked in the x-ray machine. I go through universal processes 
and motions, I think, to crack this classified code within me. 
Is there any sense to be made of this constant absorption, 
perspiration, expectation and a thought lining it all? A 
portrait of my ribs is developed, and the news come in. 

There is an old woman living inside me. 
They found an old woman inside me and they don’t 

know how long she has been there. She does not either – or, 
at least, she is not willing to remember. I don’t know what 
put her in there, a mothball, a lavender stem, maybe a horny 
dust bunny or a poem gone horribly wrong, but when I 
think too much she pinches my diaphragm. The doctor 
coughs awkwardly and advises us to establish a dialogue, 
since any other option would require an abrupt and brutal 
invasion. She’s seen her fair share of those. I try my best to 
see her. A wisp of hair rests on my kidney. We walk home 
silently, expecting to untangle each other’s string of regrets. 

We learned to balance our politics. It was a matter of 
time – that other time that was flowing through my insides 
now, exploding on the pavement during a particularly rough 
night, embarrassing me, enveloping me, dulling any sense of 
urgency and meaning like some corrosive memorial. She 
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didn’t like anyone I dated, kept correcting my emails and 
braiding my hair stiff while I slept, but I gave in, just so that 
my stomach could collapse for once, so that my brows would 
stop tying themselves in a knot. Food was diplomacy: she 
loved trying new flavours, and I enjoyed having years of 
culinary experience guiding me through substances I could 
never satisfy or fulfil. A smoked rabbit, a perfectly roasted 
potato, drops of gravy, labels of spices – an inventory of 
comfort I could be taking all day, until I thought she had 
finally dissolved with those walls and acids, turned into 
actions and traits with a clockwork nature, ultimately not 
too alien to my own. 

She did not like shifts and tumults, she did not like 
danger – not to herself, that would have been simple. She 
never meant to stay, as it would eventually turn out, but for 
time there is nowhere to go. I was handed years and years of 
heritage, education, resources and it only left me exposed to 
the pressure and fear of repetition. I would rub my sickness 
wherever I went, but they accepted it with nauseating ease, 
letting everything run off into a pool of understanding and 
trust. Loud, pathetic resignations echoed in her nightmares: 
waves rising and failing to fall, visions of incompleteness, of 
orchestrated change. And I tried not to know. 

I couldn’t not know any longer. I woke up by the tea 
shop, standing and weeping, with a vague memory of 
sadness from many years ago, under a breathless layer of 
smells: chamomile, furs, lilac and horses. She was trying to 
bribe me through somebody called Vincent and some 
meeting that happened here sixty years ago, before the war, 
the children, the everything. And I felt the sting of each 
second. I could swallow a mirror if only it would mean we 
can talk face to face. Do you think I cannot see the trap you 
are preparing? Making it personal, rubbing old blood into 
my brain. There is nothing wider, no tunnel of chaos, just 
these single lines within which our bodies and feelings touch, 
in which no action is necessary. This would be our 
understanding until the day when everything turns out as it 
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was supposed to be, and I could switch to a single tense in a 
sentence: 

There was an old woman living inside me. 
I had to allow more time in, before she locks me out of 

it, keeps it all to herself. It was painful. Even the doctor 
looked sorry. Sometimes I had to push my eyes back to a 
single point. I had to abandon all compromise and go 
through the aerobics of doubting, and I am still not good at 
it. But time expanded and returned and I couldn’t avoid it. It 
washed over me in one of her nightmares and then flooded 
the streets, cars, trains and newsstands, sloppy, stale water, a 
brilliant plumbing mistake. I still make those, I want to make 
those. I started poking holes through which we could see 
each other as broken, diseased individuals in urgent need of 
each other’s contempt and help. But I kept her cooking – 
there was always a cake with a knife, and we toasted the 
desperation, the anger. 

The time is still as wide as ever and, therefore, singular. 
She left me up against a wall and I was glad when it got 
harder and harder. The portrait of my ribs looked promising. 
There was a glimpse of something that might break through 
them. Something that will never be a solution and better not 
be just a figure of speech. A poem gone horribly wrong. 
There is no excuse to not keep it open now – I hope it’s a 
slug chewing on a lavender stem, a new inventory of bliss, a 
single fixed focus point pointing to a world born out of 
collapse.  
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TEMOINS FOR PIERRE HUYGHE
Raimundas Malašauskas

Elena Narbutaitė, a friend of mine, wrote back to me today. 
She said that the photo I sent from Sao Paulo reminds her of 
the beginning of a film that introduces something that will 
not be seen again in the film. “Everything we don’t see casts 
a shadow” she said. 

A uniformed guard opened the door of the museum 
when we went there November 2009. “It is almost finished” 
he said. I smiled because I knew it was not finished. The 
guard must have been playing his role well, I thought. He 
tells people who arrive that the event is finished although it 
has only just started. It must be a way of making us feel the 
moment of simultaneous transition into past and future. It 
reminded me of the beginning of Sullivan’s Travels (1941), a 
film by Preston Sturges, which starts with the scene from the 
end of the movie. A movie inside a movie. One of them 
finishes while the other begins. 

We walked inside and it felt like a movie set arranged by 
a mad scientist with the ambition of being a theatre director, 
who couldn’t move beyond his past life as a shaman. Some 
people were leaving the museum, or at least pretending to 
leave. That moment of a passage of the ending, or a lasting 
ending, occupied my expanding attention for some time. It 
was a nice way to start something, I thought. I didn’t yet 
know that this was the end of the event – we arrived two 
hours late due to some errors in our records. Nevertheless 
the memory of the event survived longer than the ending of 
the event.

Next time we arrived on time. The texture of the event 
was much grainier than the first time. It moved trough 
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halftones, shadows and half-decisions. It reminded me of a 
scene from a short film I’ve never seen: supposedly it was a 
scene where the inside workings of a sexual act were 
depicted. Multiple actors were playing neurons, signals and 
spermatozoids (I assume the friend of mine who told me 
about it, watched it from the male anti-chamber.) If I 
remember correctly, after ejaculation the actors playing 
neurons relaxed in comfortable chairs sipping champagne. 
Bubbles and refractionary small talk was animating the scene 
slightly reminiscent of a ground control room after a rocket 
has been succesfully launched. And then a door or whatever 
was there opened up with the commmand to prepare for a 
second launch. The neurons grinned at the unfinishedd 
champagne, shrugged, looked at each other, sighed and went 
back to work. 
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FOUNTAIN
Valentinas Klimašauskas

I think of you,  
of your sense of ecology.  
You think thinking is overrated.

Yet, I saw you reading 
How forests think.  
Have you noticed that forests  
remind you of things  
that I promised to remind you of? 

You’d better think things,  
you reply. 

I’m thinking thinging. 
Forests think micro-stellar. 
Star linguists think  
unacceptable sentences. 
Sentences don’t thing  
the matter through properly. 
The matter thinks energy,  
what’s the formula?

Formula thinks  
the String Theory 
thinks g-strings  
think all is connected  
in some hypothetical  
one dimensional world.
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World faints infants.  
Infants think the International Space Station (the ISS). 
The ISS thinks about the Apollo 10 mission in 1969,  
for example, when three astronauts on board  
notice a loose turd floating through their spacecraft. 

In 1998,  
on the Russian space station Mir,  
“Peace” and “World” is the same word in Russian, 
a free-floating mass of water 
the size of a basketball  
was discovered underneath  
a rarely-accessed service panel. 

Think  
about floating  
in mid-air  
in the microgravity. 

A shivering colony of micro-organisms,  
slowly taking over the space station.

You fly over the forest  
from where I’m looking at you now.

My head rose 
thinking about buying a mosquito safety net. 
You say “Consider reading  
‘Thinking like a Mall.’”

You think of coming back to the Earth.  
A river in New Zealand is the first in the world 
to be given legal human status.  
The Earth will get one too some day, 
you read.
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You think  
“Fountains vs Snowballs” 
should be the title of this text.

Titles go by faster than I can read. 
“Consider notturno for a fridge.”  
“The president’s remarks left us centless.” 
“Leaflets distribute photosynthesis.”  
“The house on the waterfall falls into a trap.” 
“Why do open fridges attract poetry?”

“And close the fridge,” you interrupt,  
the light disturbs your sleep, on moss.

And moss, 
moss thinks mosquitos.  
Mosquitos, though only the females, think blood. 
Blood thinks revenge thinks past thinks future.

I think of you, 
of your recycled sense of ecology. 
You think thinking is overrated.
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OLD LUTETIUM- 
FISHSTICKS

Nicholas Matranga

It seals a knot too desperate for its bind. A mere drop of 
condensed aroma, the body of which is amidst in salt and 
florets, with circles around its eyes. The mirror-view showed 
a reflection of glistening pinks and sand shells. Latched on, it 
had concealed what is not a frugal pot of delectable(s).

Disabled, as self-awareness has slipt. What is a lakh 
between two strangers? What is a prawn between one’s 
fingers?

Animal skin, remains, exoskeletons, and an exoskeleton 
supporting one’s skeleton. Feeling glib with your finger’s 
finesse. An undeniable charity as the cylinder fuses the energy 
to reanimate what once had crawled, fluttered, and otherwise 
had been stocky.

It is only with these reminders that we come to the 
satisfaction and equal parts dissolution and delusion. A 
transplant made to hold and in turn to be held as an after-
thought. Rhythms substituted with linear connections using 
stopgaps, like the gates of a canal lock, for the boundaries of 
integrations (new rhythms).

Nothing is subtle with this new smell, so much so, it 
becomes the talk of the town, or beach, or populace 
configured to aim one’s glances, or otherwise longing longed. 
A transfer underpinning this substituted experience.
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SMOKE WITHOUT FIRE  
Paul Elliman

Friday, 15 January
Capitol Park  

Powdery grey steam jets low across the snowy ground then 
switching direction to swirl high into the air and blow out 
madly like an avalanche then fade clear away before a new 
surge low again and holding to the ground to drift on 
aimless attenuating currents like water moving among reeds 
evanescing and then suddenly piling up in more battlefront 
impressions of gusting wind writhing in a frenzy of 
tormented rages that also fade passing thinly away into 
colourless light as another outflow of circulating pools seep 
through the ground. All this from a quiet lava of 
condensation released by the living root system of a 
collapsed outer world in vapour trails of rising damp, road 
salt, faeces, magnets, moon light, electricitas, the colour 
blue. Imponderable substances and weightless subtile fluids 
bursting like breath in rags of silvery air, pressed from below 
by a purplish grey, pitted with vague bluish patches and the 
mineral sparkle of glass.

Saturday, 16 January 
Chrysler Service Drive and Clay Street  

A steam cloud moves in the wind. On windless days it rises 
slowly, hardly moving. When the wind blows the steam is blown 
along with it. If the wind drops or becomes less strong the 
cloud drops and becomes weaker. If the wind freshens and 
becomes colder and stronger then the cloud becomes brighter 
and denser. In very low temperatures it becomes a solid-looking 
body of white air. If a wind gusts, blowing strongly for short 
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periods of time, the cloud follows the same pattern of gusting 
intervals. And if the wind lashes or lashes against something the 
cloud seems also to blow or push harder against things in its 
path with equally strong force; with the force of the wind. If a 
wind rises, it ruffles the cloud just as it would ruffle fabric. Hair 
and coat and scarf can trail behind you on the wind like ruffled 
cloud. Sometimes the wind, and the steam with it, conveys a 
sound. It can make a soft sound like a sigh. Or if the wind 
howls like a creature then the cloud appears to have an equally 
raging aspect to it, howling like the wind. We don’t hear wind, 
only the things that it touches and moves. The sound of wind 
whispering through the trees is known as psithurism. This 
sound depends on the season and the species and type of leaf 
of certain trees. In a similar way we don’t hear the steam unless 
the wind moves it against something. And this depends on the 
kinds of city surfaces, street objects and the neighbourhood 
itself to provide the unique sound of a certain place, heard in 
the vents for example, rattling or ticking the vent cover as 
steam comes up out of the ground and into the wind. Very 
strong wind can rattle a vent cover loose and“sing” the steam 
like an industrial wind chime. The sight of steam vent clouds 
breathing throughout the city is known as ventrilism. According 
to the American Society of Industrial Engineers moving steam 
vent clouds are measured not in wind speed but Italian musical 
tempo markings. By adding an –issimo ending, the steam is 
described as thicker or heavier. Using –ino or –etto endings, the 
steam is diminished or softer. From slowest to fastest, steam 
markings include: Larghissimo, hardly moving; Grave, gradually 
moving; Tardo, slow; Adagio, slow and stately, literally, “at ease”; 
Andante, at a walking pace; A piacere, “at pleasure”; Marcia 
moderato – moderately, in the manner of a march; Allegro, fast, 
quickly, and bright; Vivace, lively and fast; Presto, very fast; 
Prestissimo, even faster. Other terms include Tempo di auto, the 
speed of a car; Accelerando, gradually accelerating; Rallentando, 
gradually slowing down, Ritardando, holding back or becoming 
slower; Ritenuto, immediately slowing down.
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Sunday, 17 January 
West Forest and 2nd Ave 

A thin line of steam is slowly turning out of the ground and 
gathering in the calm air as a cloud at the same time 
beginning to implode and fade, slowly ascending and 
collapsing and fading in the same movement, its final stage a 
hazy dust-like glint fading in the air.“But when the cloud 
began to rise up out of the city in a pillar of smoke, the 
people looked behind them; and behold, the whole of the 
city went up in smoke to the sky.” (Judges 20:40)

Tuesday, 19 January
West Alexandrine and Woodward  

Six large sulphurous steam clouds are piling out from vents 
along West Alexandrine to drift low over the street heavy 
like smoke from a burning ground cast from the street lamp 
with fiery amber outer layers. The flood of pouring steam 
drifts low on a gently insistent night wind spilling towards 
the corner and rising higher into the air to fade away. A few 
outliers of haze slip figure-like across the street in flashes of 
oncoming car headlights, Woodward Avenue still rushing by 
in surges of traffic its air crackling with snatches of car audio 
as patches of steam gather around two parked vehicles and 
as the cars move off they trigger involuntary shrugs and 
spasms in the remnants of cloud parts of which scamper 
forward then loop in a moment of disorder and shrink back 
vanishing as other drifts hang in disbanded nowhere 
directions like the lingering deadly pall over a battery of 
cannon fire. A single cut off section fades away. Sections of 
another shapeless breakaway coil sideways or lurch forward 
or blow out raggedly or float backwards against the current 
and fading into it or into the pale half-light that in itself is 
the cause of vague figures to disappear and others to 
announce themselves like unknown arrivals at a party that 
has long spilled across the road into other yards and houses.
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Paul Elliman

Ghost voice enters like Banquo
Can’t speak clearly in full sentences, 
Only brief incomplete phrases in several languages and dialects,
Vocal distress shifting through characters and ages from an 
elderly woman/young boy to a crying baby 
Breath is able to voice things just as the air and the wind 
does, as we do, 
It takes up space and can move around, 
Sensations of floating, 
A mechanical body, 
The famous “Oo-OOOH-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-ooohh…” 
like a short song sung from the perspective of a cigarette,
“Ghosts whooed like owls in the long nights when I dared 
not look over my shoulder” (Dylan Thomas)   
Meaning can resonate in sounds, 
The sound of the voice, of speech in noise, 
“no more than a series of rough hints which the hearer must 
interpret”
In wind through the trees, or, in Melville, across the water,  
“Hist! did you hear that noise, Cabaco?”
“There it is again—under the hatches—don’t you hear it—a 
cough—it sounded like a cough.”
“Hark ye, Cabaco, there is somebody down in the after-hold 
that has not yet been seen on deck; I heard Stubb tell Flask, 
one morning watch, that there was something of that sort in 
the wind .” 
Playing the tape back at slower speed it sounded like 
someone talking 
The voice forms inside our mind as we listen to it,
“I try to turn the silence into words” (Ela Orleans)
“Harry, have you found me?”
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TALKING TO GHOSTS:
UNSENT ANSWERS TO UNTRUE EMAILS

Žygimantas Kudirka

1

from:FabienBonfand <fabien3bonfand@gmail.com>
to:kurkudirka@gmail.com
date:Mon, Jun 25,2018at 9:36 PM
subject:BestRegards From Fabien Bonfand

Attn Sir.
I am Fabien Bonfand fromWest Africa, I have a Supply 
business proposal which I believe might be of interest for 
you to handle as a foreign supplier, However, the statutes do 
not permit any local suppliers in my country here to 
participate in this contract bids and execution in order to 
supply quick particular products needed.

In view of this, I contact you hope to Forward you the full 
proposal soonest I read from you, as looking for a reputable 
individual or company in better position to secure the bid 
and execute the contract without single delay. Now I expect 
to gives you more details about the Supply Ok.

Best Regards. 
Fabien Bonfand.

Dear Fabien,
Thank you for reaching out to me. Somehow I don’t feel so 
distant from you, although we barely know each other.



Talking of distance – I’ve always had the wrong perception 
that Africa is on the other side of the world. And I know 
that that’s not true. They say, that if the sky is clear, you can 
actually see the shores of Africa from Spain.

It’s sad to hear, that statutes restrict having (business) 
affairs with locals. On the other hand, it seems that it’s 
always difficult to create a bond with a person that is 
geographically close to you. We always crave those things 
we can’t reach.

I love the way you tease me into entering a conversation, 
not giving away too much too soon. It’s like the backbone 
of flirtation. Uncovering something bit by bit after each 
reaction. So many writings are wandering in emptiness.  
So many love letters became ghosts.

I love that you are direct and informative. I’d like you to 
tell my mother things I can’t tell her myself.

I’d love to hear your proposal, whatever it is. I’d like to 
hear you talk, whoever you are. All I want right now in my 
life is to keep the conversation going.
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from: melissa mamajoy <melissamamajoy@gmail.com>
to: 
bcc:kurkudirka@gmail.com
date: Sat, Aug 5, 2017 at 6:16 PM
subject: Hello

Olá, eu sou Melissa

***

from: melissajohnboy<melissajohnboy@gmail.com>
to:
bcc: kurkudirka@gmail.com
date: Tue, Aug 8, 2017 at 2:40 AM
subject: Hello

Good evening am Melissa

Olá Melissa, 

Sorry for not taking the time to reply. On receiving your 
message – on Saturday – I was about to meet a writer  
of novels in Nida, the beautiful peninsula of unspoilt nature. 
But unfortunately, I didn’t go there and so I didn’t meet 
her.

I can’t remember what I was doing on Sunday. I have no 
notes from that day, so it became an empty space in my life 
story, a ghost that is not haunting anyone.

On Monday I didn’t go to the gym as planned. So I didn’t 
come back from the gym either.

Also, I was making notes to write something about 
jewellery made out of meteorites. But I didn’t read the 
notes.

On Tuesday I had a meeting with some architects about  



an apartment that doesn’t exist, talking with an artist 
about a camp that didn’t happen and its logo that I will 
not design – because I’m not a designer after all and  
in any case I will be busy making an invitation based on  
a Muay Thai scheme that I know nothing about.

You know what? I’m not sending this email to you.
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Deleted User

Do You think Ì m attractive? Well than You should see me 
naked... I will totally blow Your mind!

Dear Deleted user,

Yes, I do find you attractive, even though you’re just a text.

As a text, you are attractive. Of course you are. 
As a naked text, you are also attractive.

Naked text – what does that mean? Text with no 
punctuation? 

All animals need to be touched to feel loved.
Do you have tattoos? I’ve always had the feeling that people 
with tattoos are never fully naked.

Animals don’t become naked even after taxidermy.
As a contaminated url,u r attractive.

I can’t see you. I can’t touch you. And I won’t click you.

With that promise to blow me – of course I got excited. 
Blowing my mind? It’s even better than blowing a penis. I 
believe that orgasm, although received by sensors in our 
erogenous zones, actually happens in our brains. So blowing 
my mind directly should be an unforgettable experience.
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I am Karina, young , wild and smart. You will be amazed 
how passionate I can be and you will like it so much
Smart and “very” Naughty.........:)))) muah …wonderful  
in my private session I will do everything so that you get  
the pleasure of communicating with me and come back 
again and again)))

m a natural born tease and I love to make cocks rise.
I LOVE HAVING FUN with a REAL MAN!!! Click me!

Is a man in a picture a real man?
Is a man in a story a real man?
Is a man in a memory a real man?
Is a man in a dress a real man?
Is a woman in jeans a real man?

How does a man become a real man?
Does it take a man to be able to become a real man?

It took 7 million years for a monkey to become a man.
It took 52 million years for a bat to become batman.
And they say it only takes one night for a boy to become  
a man.

Sometimes a boy turns into a man by getting a blowjob.
Sometimes a boy turns into a man by giving a blowjob.
Eating poisonous plants, erasing childhood memories, 
wearing a glove made of ants.

Real man is smart and very naughty – like the first issues  
of Playboy.

Real man is a natural born tease himself.
Real man is young, wild and smart.
Real man is passionate.
Real man makes cocks rise.

But you aren’t real.
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You’ve received:

Some physical things live in the architecture of the event. 
The notion of feeling that “You had to be there” or “I was 
there”. Parked in the dancing shade. Gelled exhilaration of 
cutting a few realities in one leap. A moment of time-limited, 
motivated non-experts. You can go and listen to conversation 
where it occurs. Some anecdotal evidence springs up. 
Statements you might pleasingly doubt. It might appear 
along with spying conversations. It’s a virtual folder that 
might haunt you in unpredicted moments and situations. 

A bag with no gravity.
A space suit. 
A nice spook!  

Very truly yours,
Laura Kaminskaitė
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the dark like sugar melting 
into glass for drinking
2012
Paper, ballpoint pen.

p. 37
Sugar Entertainment
2011– (ongoing). 
Sugar. Facsimile from the 
catalogue of the exhibition 
Vilnius Pavilion at the National 
Centre for Contemporary Arts 

in Moscow. Text by Inesa 
Pavlovskaitė. 

p. 38
Skills
2017
A4 paper, inkjet print, felt 
tip pen.

p. 39
Untitled
2014
C-print.

p. 40
Taxi Driver
2014
Leather box containing a 
collection of works by the 
artist. Photographed by 
Virginija Januškevičiūtė at the 
CAC Café in Vilnius, performed 
by Nicholas Matranga. 

p. 41
Untitled
2011
Paper, ballpoint pen.

p. 42
Turn smile laugh sashay 
conversation smile laugh 
spring up smile laugh talk.
2017. Paper, gel ink pen.

p. 43
Untitled
2011
Paper collage.

p. 45–46
Not Yet Titled
2014 – (ongoing)
Series of gel ink pen traces 
on paper.

p. 47
What is the weather forecast 
for our next conversation?
2017
Paper, gel ink pen.

Image Captions
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p. 48
Untitled (Waves)
2018
A4 paper, felt tip pen.

p. 49
Untitled (Four Walls  
and an Exhibition)
2011
Rainbow rose in mouth-
blown square vase. 
Facsimile from the 
catalogue of the exhibition 
Vilnius Pavilion at the 
National Centre for 
Contemporary Arts in 
Moscow. Text by Inesa 
Pavlovskaitė, photograph by 
Rasa Juškevičiūtė. 

p. 50
News
2018
A4 paper, inkjet print, felt 
tip pen.

p. 51, 55–59
Not Yet Titled
2014 – (ongoing)
Series of gel ink pen traces 
on paper.

p. 60
Today
2017
PDF.

p. 61
Untitled (Four Walls  
and an Exhibition)
2011
Rainbow rose in mouth-
blown square vase.
Photographed by Rasa 
Juškevičiūtė at Café Cadets 
de Gascogne in Riga.

p. 62
Love is the color night meets  
at night
2018
Paper, gel ink pen.

p. 63–64
Not Yet Titled, 
2014 – (ongoing)
Series of gel ink pen traces 
on paper.

p. 66
Something something
2014
A4 paper, ink jet print.  
The artwork is also  
part of an instruction for  
a performative piece.

p. 67
Conversation Piece 
(Including Different Kinds of 
Motions)
2016
Neon tubing. 
Photographed by Antanas 
Gerlikas.

p. 74
Untitled (Columns)
2015
Paper collage.

p. 75
What is the weather forecast 
for our next  
conversation?
2017
Paper, gel ink pen. 
Photographed at  
Kunstverein München. 

p. 75
Untitled
2013
Paper, gel ink pen.

p. 77
A hologram of a movement 
with attendant mood at  
once familiar and impossible 
to name
2013
Title for an exhibition 
(a piece exhibited in an 
exhibition title space and 
incarnated as an exhibition 
title). Proposal for a poster.

p. 78
Not Yet Titled
2015
Neon tubing. 
Photographed by Ansis 
Starks at the XII Baltic 
Triennial at Dailes Theatre 
in Riga.

p. 79
Sugar Entertainment, 
2011 – (ongoing)
Sugar. Photographed by 
Robertas Narkus at oO, the 
joint Cypriot and 
Lithuanian Pavilion at the 
55th Venice Biennale.

p. 81
Lips (pick up a taxi for an 
abstraction)
2013
Steel. Photographed by  
the artist.
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